Abstract: This article outlines a range of theoretical, empirical, and practical desiderata for the design of (preschool) language assessments that follow from recent insights into language development from a cognitive-linguistic and usage-based perspective. To assess children’s productive communicative abilities rather than their ability to judge the acceptability of complex sentences in isolation is a new perspective in language testing that requires theoretical motivation as well as operationalizable criteria for judging the appropriateness of children’s language productions, and for characterizing the properties of their language command. After a brief review of the basic rationale of current strands of preschool assessment in Germany (Section 2), the fundamental usage-based assumptions regarding children’s developing linguistic competence and their implications for the design of preschool language diagnostics are characterized (Section 3). In order to assess children’s language production, in particular its flexibility and productivity in context, a test environment needs to be created in which children are allowed to use a certain range of language in meaningful contexts. Section 4 thus zooms in on the central question of scaffolding. Section 5 presents corresponding corpus evidence for adult strategies of prompting children to elaborate their answers and for typical child responses. Sections 6 and 7 discuss the corpus-based findings with respect to their implications for the design of (preschool) language assessment and point to further challenges.
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1 Introduction: The importance of (oral) language proficiency for academic success

In Germany, students with a heritage language background (who currently account for more than 20% of the students [cf. Reich 2005: 126]) generally display less academic success than those whose first language is German. These differences are more important in Germany than in most of the other OECD countries (Stanat et al. 2010: 200) and they largely hold after controlling for socioeconomic factors (Stanat et al. 2010: 220–222). Bilingual students are significantly underrepresented in High Schools in Germany and significantly overrepresented in basic secondary education and among the population without any certificate of secondary education (Jeuk 2010: 17–20 [cf. Lakshmanan 2014: 1494 for more general concerns regarding the “over-referral of linguistically and culturally diverse children among those diagnosed for special education classes”]).

Pfaff (2009: 213) argues that the main reason for multilingual children’s educational disadvantage is the fact that “German proficiency is essential to facilitate transitions from preschool to school”. In other words, language competence is a main prerequisite for academic success. Bilingual children are typically found to be inconspicuous with regard to their oral language, that is, their basic interpersonal communication skills, but they display problems with written language and literate registers, that is, the so-called cognitive academic language proficiency (cf. Cummins 2008). Oral language competence can also be seen as a precursor skill for reading and writing. If learning to read and write requires a reconfiguration of oral language skills (Portmann-Tselikas 2011), preschool language development predicts reading and writing, and reading and writing skills in turn predict academic success later on (cf. Griffin et al. 2004; Hart and Risley 1995; Labrell et al. 2013; Lewis et al. 2000).

2 Preschool language assessment

Preschool language assessment aims at the early diagnostics of developmental risks and can lead to additional language training for children who significantly lag behind the expected competence level at age 4;6 or 5;0 (i.e., a year before school starts in Germany). It targets both (simultaneously and successively) bi-/multilingual children with German as a second language and monolingual children with German as their first language who run the risk of language-based educational disadvantages.
2.1 Diagnostic methods and aims

A diagnostic tool may either answer the question ‘who needs help?’ and identify children who will probably not be able to participate in learning activities in school. This type of assessment is commonly called *selektionsdiagnostisch* ‘selection diagnostics’. Or it may aim at the identification of the specific problems in these children’s language development, which should then be subject to additional interventions. This type of assessment is called *förderdiagnostisch* ‘special needs diagnostics’ (cf. Kleissendorf and Schulz 2010; Settinieri 2012a). Diagnostic methods include questionnaires, analyses of spontaneous speech (e.g., so-called *profile analyses*), and tests. Tests are assumed to be standardized and normed, therefore yielding comparable and objective, reliable, and valid data (cf. Settinieri 2012b; Reich 2013).

2.2 Problematic theoretical and empirical foundations of current language diagnostics

In Germany, *pediatric* diagnostics at ages 3, 4, and 5 (cf. Voet Cornelli et al. 2011) rely heavily on parental reports, which makes the assessment notoriously problematic for L2 children. For *pedagogical* preschool diagnostics in kindergartens, an array of tests and diagnostics has been developed in the past 15 years. Yet most of these assessments are not communicatively embedded but take the form of discrete-item tests that elicit language in highly formal settings with the aim of testing the constructional repertoire, not its contextualized use. Such discrete-item approaches rely on models of acquisition that assume that “L2 proficiency transpires by internalizing simple, discrete units of the L2 before acquiring complex sequences, the accumulation of which constitute[s] proficiency” (Purpura 2016: 194).

In contrast, for instance, to a fair amount of current foreign-language assessments targeting older learners’ linguistic abilities (cf. Purpura 2016: 193–200), German preschool assessments tend to be strictly trait-based and context-free, lacking basic characteristics such as skill-integration (i.e., they target different skills in separate sections; see DOBINE by Quasthoff, Fried, Katz-Bernstein, Lengning, Schröder and Stude 2011 for an exception) and the meaningful grounding in daily-life tasks or in purpose-driven scenarios drawing on critical features of the setting, including cognitive complexity, communicative goals, and socio-interactional aspects of language such as discursive practices, the co-construction of meaning, and the pragmatics of interpersonal relationships between the interlocutors (cf. Purpura 2016: 193–200; see also Lakshmanan
2014). Critically, they only account for children’s very first reactions to stimuli and do not allow for elaboration triggered by follow-up clarification requests or prompts (i.e., precisely the co-construction of discourse). In general, they rest on a deficit view, as they do not distinguish available knowledge resources from strategic resources for communication and learning, for example, pragmatic abilities and language management (cf. Bredel 2005; Quasthoff et al. 2011). Finally, most currently available tests evaluate students’ performance according to monolingual written language standards (cf. Bredel 2005), which “may be inappropriate when assessing bilingual children” (Lakshmanan 2014: 1495); as such, they do generally not allow for different degrees of acceptability and different ways of problem solving.

A final concern is the data that are elicited and used for assessment. Target domains tend to be tested on a small range of exemplars in isolated sentences, and scoring is typically based on syntactical or lexical correctness. Usage-based analyses, in contrast, focus on learners’ degree of constructional productivity, for example, their ability to freely use particular constructions with a range of lexical items across a range of contexts, and on utterance complexity in terms of information density, the relation of the number of propositions to the number and nature of clause elements.

3 Implications for language assessment from a usage-based perspective

How can current theories and empirical findings in the domain of language acquisition inform and help to enhance the design of (preschool) language assessment tools? In the following, we take a cognitive linguistic, usage-based approach that builds on the insights from intense language learning studies over the past 20 years and, more specifically, on what corpus analyses can reveal about naturalistic language development in the critical age range (3;0 to 5;0).

3.1 Language development from a usage-based perspective

Usage-based approaches posit that “[l]anguage knowledge is constituted by a structured inventory of constructions” (Ellis 2015: 50; cf. Goldberg 2003, 2009). Conventionalized, routinized form-meaning pairings at different levels of complexity and abstraction are used for specific communicative purposes, such as words, multiword units, and more or less generalized schemas. Usage-based approaches additionally posit that “knowledge of language is ‘constructed’ on
the basis of the input together with general cognitive, pragmatic and processing constraints” (Goldberg 2009: 93–94) during meaningful, socially contextualized interactions (cf. Behrens 2009; Quasthoff 2015; Tomasello 2003). Language acquisition thus consists of gradually extending and consolidating the constructional repertoire as a rich, densely interconnected network, based on recurrent form-meaning mappings segmented from the input. In addition, speakers need to automatize access to constructions as mental routines during online processing for comprehension and production.

Importantly, usage-based approaches assume that “[l]anguage structure emerges ontogenetically from usage in particular contexts. Development is slow and gradual, moving from an initial reliance on concrete items to more abstract linguistic schemata” (Ellis 2015: 50, 63; cf. Ellis and Wulff 2015a, 2015b; Ortega 2015; Tomasello 2003). Over time, item-general constructions may be abstracted, as need arises (cf. Wray 2002), due to the recognition of both the recurring similarities in (more lexically specific) frequent form-meaning mappings and aspects of systematic variation in forms and functions across utterances and situations.

Two aspects of usage-based acquisition research are relevant in this context: First, language development is grounded in meaningful communication. Particularly between ages three and five, increasingly complex and increasingly explicit child productions can be observed at the levels of lexical, utterance, and discourse-level constructions; for example, children start to ask more complex questions, answer more complex or abstract questions, and provide more complex and elaborate answers to questions (cf. Labrell et al. 2013). Pragmatic skills are reflected in the children’s ability to use elliptical structures in order to distinguish between given and new referents, and to rephrase and paraphrase their utterances if need arises.

Second, children’s developing language is partially formulaic. Children may thus use complex, but unanalysed linguistic units (formulaic utterances, collocations, chunks, etc.). This means that learner language can be correct at the surface level, although learners have not yet analysed the internal structure of the utterance, or the full paradigmatic variability that these constructions allow (cf. Wray 2002). The production of a particular lexeme, morpheme, or syntactic construction does thus not provide evidence that children really master the underlying semantic or grammatical properties. Thus, a lot of attention is devoted to test the degree of productivity, either in experimental settings or by analysing the variability across several instances of naturalistic speech production (Behrens 2016). Children’s increasing lexical inventories (of word-like and multiword units) and their growing degrees of freedom in using more abstract constructions (with a broader range of lexical items, with new and novel lexical items) are indicators of their actual language skills.
These findings may have strong implications for language testing: If children's linguistic productivity in meaningful and motivated conversational settings is to be assessed, they need to be given several chances to produce what they can. This proposal is in line with results from studies on interaction with children.

### 3.2 Language assessment from a usage-based perspective

Language assessment consists in gathering observable evidence in specific test situations, but results in inferences about individuals' capabilities to use language beyond the test situation (cf. Callies et al. 2014: 71; Mislevy and Yin 2009: 253; Purpura 2016: 191–192). The test situation should thus create a rich external context that elicits specific language usage events, where these usage events are interpretable, as a function of the task complexity, as predictors of both the testees' current overall language competence, namely in real-life situations, and their further potential for development or else, their developmental risks (Mislevy and Yin 2009: 253).

Usage-based approaches do not look at language in terms of isolated abilities, but at contextualized language use across different levels of form-meaning mappings (phonological, lexical, abstract/grammatical, discourse). Usage-based language assessment aims to identify children's strategies in dealing with complex communicative situations, by investigating not only their possible constructional inventory, but also their ability to put these constructions to use in specific communicative settings. Hence the primary focus will be on pragmatic adequacy and informativeness, not on eliciting a particular syntactic construction as the only “correct” response. As such, usage-based approaches to language assessment are skill-integrated, task-centered, scenario-based, and sociointeractional (as opposed to trait-based and context-free, cf. Purpura 2016: 193–200). Language assessment should thus consist of contextualized and meaningful tasks, that is, engage children in meaningful interaction rather than testing word or grammar knowledge in a discrete-item fashion. It should target the (depth, breadth, and productivity of) children's constructional inventory as it is put to use in relevant task contexts for communicative purposes (cf. also Reich 2005: 421).

In order to assess a child's range and extent of knowledge (and his/her ability to access this knowledge for online language processing), a usage-based approach will analyse the degree of repetition and variation across target constructions and task contexts. Since language development is slow and piece-
meal, single occurrences of specific structures do not constitute evidence for a child’s command of a corresponding more abstract schema (or category). Thus, a substantial range of systematically varied target contexts for a reliable estimate of children's constructional productivity and variability are needed: Is the child able to vary his/her verbal expressions or does s/he stick to the same verbal routine across a selection of contexts? Is s/he willing and able to increasingly add detail when the situation requires him/her to specify new contrasts, or does the level of differentiation and specificity remain the same?

In order to estimate children's language skills along these dimensions, they will not be compared to an abstract adult written norm, but to a “representative” range of naturalistic and/or elicited child performance data. As a baseline of comparison, we need to establish attested and pragmatically adequate ways to deal with the communicative situations/stimuli selected for assessment: Are there particularly frequent or basic structures that are (or should be) mastered by all children at this age? Which are the verbal means that are only mastered by the most advanced children? What is the range of constructions used, and how do they differ in their degree of adequacy and informativeness? Which strategies do children use who do not use the “typical” constructions? And are children who do not yet master the typical constructions just delayed (and thus typical for an earlier stage of typically developing L1 children), or do they use different constructions?

Finally, as usage-based approaches assume that “[l]anguage learning takes place within the framework of social interaction” (Nelson 1985: 109) and that “[l]anguage in its conversational settings does social work” (Clark 2009: 50), language assessment will not (exclusively) elicit monologic, but rather dialogic child data, that is, child responses in a largely naturalistic (preschool) setting of language use. As for such naturalistic settings, children have expectations regarding the discursive collaboration of their (adult) interlocutors; for example, multilingual children have been shown to produce shorter utterances and more fragments when talking to adults (as compared to child-child discourse, cf. Röhner and Oliva Hausmann 2011) precisely because they assume that adult experts will be collaborative and scaffold their discourse (see below). As a function of the difficulty of individual tasks, the assessment will thus provide multiple sources for the co-construction of discourse through prompting and scaffolding, namely through clarification requests or other types of follow-up questions, which are common in naturalistic adult-child interactions and should allow the children to perform at their best. It will possibly also take into account children's language management skills and their metalinguistic sensitivity, for example, their ability for self-repair and self-evaluation.
4 The importance of scaffolding

The general goal is to assess language in meaningful communication and thus to avoid some of the problems of discrete-item testing, where scoring is typically based on a predefined complete answer to a specific question. If usage-based insights as outlined above are to be applied, we are in the realm of conversation, where discourse is co-constructed and evolves over sequences of turns (e.g. Quasthoff 2015). For example, the listener can signal whether the information provided is sufficient, or whether more information is wished for. In child language development there is a long tradition of looking at such interactional cues in the tradition of research on child-directed speech (Snow 1977). Adults provide subtle cues when children’s productions are not correct (Chouinard and Clark 2003) and they help children to learn language by expanding or elaborating on their utterances (so-called scaffolding).

Scaffolding is “a social mediation involving two people, and is performed by a person who is an expert” (Cook 2008: 229). As such, it “enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a task or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts” (Wood et al. 1976: 90, qtd. in Clark and Graves 2005: 571; cf. also Clark 2009: 295). As Graves and Graves point out, scaffolding may not only help children to complete tasks that they would be unable to complete alone, but also help them to “better complete a task, to complete a task with less stress or in less time” (2003: 30).

The adult expert is thus one step ahead of the child (in terms of Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development) and systematically uses his or her greater skills or knowledge to construct an interactional level that allows the child to participate as an interlocutor in a challenging context (cf. Hausendorf and Quasthoff 1996: 295). The expert interlocutor counterbalances the skill difference in order to facilitate a joint communicative success (Quasthoff 2015: 304). S/he typically focuses the child’s attention onto the most relevant aspects of the given situation or task, reduces the information density of the task or the child’s degrees of freedom by structuring or simplifying the task or the range of options, and consistently points out gaps between current and desired end states in the current problem (solving) space (Mackowiak et al. 2008: 74; cf. Wood et al. 1976). The adults thus adapt to the children’s lower skill level and systematically refocus and complement their utterances.

4.1 Scaffolding for learning

Typically, scaffolding is taken to be crucial for learning to take place (cf. Bruner 1978). For instance, Clark and de Marneffe argue that “[a]dults frequently offer
reformulations or construals of child verbs in context, and thereby offer children information about distinct sets of constructions in which a verb form can appear” (2012: 115). They show how children can actually learn specific morphosyntactic contrasts from adults’ construals and reformulations of fragmentary child utterances.

### 4.2 Scaffolding for interaction

However, also moment-to-moment interactional scaffolding for current communicative purposes can be observed, more or less independently of an associated longer-term learning outcome (cf. Quasthoff 2015: 288). So-called *vertical scaffolding* “involves the adult extending the child’s language by asking further questions. So in response to the child’s utterance ‘cow’, she might [...] ask for an elaboration ‘And what did we see when we went to the farm today?’ ” (Foley 1994: 101; cf. also Clark and Graves 2005: 572). In this fashion, adult interlocutors can help children to produce “narratives” long before they master the relevant complex constructions in the target language. The contrast between the two following exchanges – the unsuccessful one in (1) with an unfamiliar adult and the successful one in (2) with the mother (reported in Clark 2015: 334) – shows how, based on shared knowledge, the familiar adult in (2) narrows down the relevant information with respect to the pertinent event and prompts the child to “supply just the piece of information needed at that moment” (Clark 2009: 285):

1. **Child (1;6):** Band-aid.  
   **Observer:** Where’s your band-aid?  
   **Child:** Band-aid.  
   **Observer:** Do you have a band-aid?  
   **Child:** Band-aid.

2. **Child (1;6):** Band-aid.  
   **Mother:** Who gave you the band-aid?  
   **Child:** Nurse.  
   **Mother:** Where did she put it?  
   **Child:** Arm.

Adult contributions, such as prompts or questions, may thus provide “a partial scaffold for the child’s fragmentary contributions” (Clark 2009: 295). As such, they may “often offer a framework into which the child’s contributions can be slotted” (Clark 2009: 295). Wessel (2015: 332) points to the potential importance
of the adult’s uptake of parts of the child utterance as an anchor for further adjustment and prompting for elaboration, including prompts that help the child to overcome linguistic hurdles as shown in (2) or, for example, to replace vague deictic expressions with more precise non-deictic spatial language. Generally speaking, scaffolding through prompts and clarification requests represents a kind of discursive co-construction. As Clark observed,

> [t]he contributions of each participant in conversation rarely have clear boundaries. Speaker and addressee often collaborate to arrive at an expression of the intended meaning. Child and adult may jointly construct a proposition, as when an adult offers a scaffold for the child’s contributions in talking about a specific event known to both of them. (Clark 2009: 292)

Scaffolding keeps conversations running and helps to avoid or to repair disruptions (Clark 2009: 304). Scaffolds can take the form of unspecific prompts, also called clarification markers, such as *huh?*, *hum?*, or *what?*, or be repetitions of children’s utterances with a raising question intonation (Clark 2009: 304). Furthermore, questions can be used as clarification requests to prompt and facilitate children’s verbal elaborations.

As children get older, adult interlocutors ask for increasingly explicit expressions of the meanings intended by children (Clark 2009: 10). Even young children do respond to such clarification requests by repeating themselves or rewording their utterances in order to make themselves understood (cf. Clark 2009: 303–304). Chouinard and Clark (2003) have shown that such repair “often zeroes in on the ‘trouble’ that led the adult to ask for clarification” (Clark 2009: 304).

Based on the rich evidence that scaffolding helps the child to produce language at a higher level of complexity and informativeness than attested in unscaffolded productions, it can be argued that scaffolding and clarification requests should be used when the aim of the test is to assess the range of children’s competence, as they may not always produce their ‘best’ utterance right away, and as information is typically distributed over several turns in a naturalistic conversation. We thus propose that scaffolding through prompts and clarification requests may help children to be informative and to identify the relevant piece of information from a range of options in an assessment situation.

In the empirical part of this paper the following questions are investigated:

a. How do children spontaneously respond to (different types of) adult questions in natural discourse? To what extent do they spontaneously provide syntactically and pragmatically complex and elaborate answers? To this end, question-answer sequences in longitudinal corpora of German are analyzed.
b. How do adults scaffold child discourse through prompts and follow-up questions? And which prompts and scaffolds will work best? To this end, the conversational sequences that follow the adult prompts are analyzed.

5 Corpus study

If the goal in language assessment is to elicit children’s linguistic competence as naturally and comprehensively as possible, the above-mentioned discourse factors need to be taken into account. As stated above, the child should be given the opportunity to show his or her range of communicative competence in a given setting. In the domains of questions and answers, for example, it may be assumed that the child may not give the full answer at once but that the elaboration on the topic may take several turns, in which the interlocutor provides adequate scaffolds that help the child to elaborate. In order to investigate which types of scaffolds create optimal communicative conditions for the child and would thus work best in an assessment environment, we established a corresponding corpus baseline.

5.1 Corpora

We studied one spontaneous speech recording (30–60 minutes) per month for four children aged 4;00 to 4;11 years (two boys, two girls) from German longitudinal corpora in CHILDES (MacWhinney 2000). In doing so, we analysed data from three children (and their caretakers) in the Rigol corpus: Sebastian, Pauline, and Cosima. These children are from varied socio-economic backgrounds, and the data include conversations with various partners, such as their mothers, siblings, friends, and the observer, a friend of the family. The fourth data set consists of data from the Leo corpus, a high density developmental corpus collected by the MPI for Evolutionary Anthropology (for details, see Behrens 2006). This corpus consists of naturalistic conversations between Leo and his mother, the primary caregiver, who has an academic background.

5.2 Coding

All questions and answers were identified and annotated syntactically and pragmatically, using coding schemes that were inspired by previous work on the
syntax and pragmatics of questions and answers in children (Salomo et al. 2013; van Hekken and Roelofson, 1982; Bishop et al. 2000) and adults (Stivers 2010). In particular, the coders read through the transcripts and identified whether an utterance was part of a question or an answer. For those that were, the coders identified the speaker and the addressee of the utterance (range: target child, sibling, or other adults), the utterance’s status in follow-up question chains (if applicable; see Table 3) as well as a range of syntactic and pragmatic categories (see Tables 1 and 2 for answer categories).

Five trained coders annotated the data. Around half of the coding was done by the third author, who also resolved any ambiguous cases highlighted by the other coders in discussion with them. Around 10% of the data were recoded blindly by a different coder, yielding a corrected κ value (Brennan and Prediger 1981) of 0.88 for interrater agreement concerning the conversational partners (speaker and addressee), of 0.94 for interrater agreement for syntactic and of 0.72 for pragmatic categories and follow-up status. These agreement values range from ‘substantial’ to ‘almost perfect’, according to Landis and Koch’s (1977) classification. Although all questions and answers were coded, the focus will be on questions by the main adults (mothers and observer) directed at the four target children (n = 5095) as well as on the children’s answers (n = 3840) for the purpose of the present analyses.

Table 1: Syntactic categories for (child) answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nonverbal</td>
<td>laughing, vocalizing, gestures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interjection</td>
<td>Hm.</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes/no</td>
<td>Ja.</td>
<td>Hum, no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>Da.</td>
<td>There.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phrase</td>
<td>Am Baum.</td>
<td>At the tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clause</td>
<td>Liegt auf‘m Boden.</td>
<td>(It’s) Lying on the floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Das weiss ich nicht.</td>
<td>I don’t know that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weil mir kalt ist.</td>
<td>Because I’m cold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complex</td>
<td>Ich weiss, wo das ist.</td>
<td>I know where it is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Das ist eine Kuh, die frisst Gras.</td>
<td>It’s a cow, it eats grass.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Child answer behavior

The corpus data show that, on the syntactic level, full clauses constitute less than half of the children’s answers (Figure 1). Syntactically complex answers that consist of more than one clause are very rare (median 3%). While simple yes/no answers and elliptical answers (i.e., phrases, fragments, or single words) account for roughly a third each. It is noteworthy that elliptical answers are generally communicatively adequate, that is, pragmatically licensed, because they highlight the new information requested (e.g., Observer: *Was ist denn das?* ‘What is this?’ – Cosima (4;0): *Ein Baum*. ‘A tree.’).

On the pragmatic level, inadequate answers, such as minimal and off-topic answers, make up more than a quarter of the sample (see Figure 2). Only about
half of the child answers are actually pragmatically adequate, providing the required information. These results are compatible with prior research on preschool children’s answer behavior in child-child dyads (according to van Hekken and Roelofson [1982], only 56% of answers amongst five-year-olds are informative and adequate). Thus, naturalistic language tests for this age group should include significantly more questions than would be necessary given a perfect answer behavior.

Elaborate answers to adult questions, that is, answers that spontaneously provide additional information beyond the minimally required information, are rare (median: 10%). Such rich answers often occur when the topic is already well established (i.e., on average after four to seven turns on topic). This highlights the importance of providing good lead-ins for test questions.

Misunderstandings are very rare (87 in total), suggesting that children correctly understand most question categories by preschool age. However, they disproportionally affect (equally rare) alternative questions (e.g., Mother: *Mit Kribbel oder besser mit normalem Leitungswasser?* ‘With gas or better with normal tap water?’ – Leo [4;3]: *Ja.* ‘Yes.’; 12 misunderstandings for 69 alternative questions overall), suggesting that this question category should be avoided in language diagnostics.

Fig. 1: Answer tokens per syntactic answer category per child
In addition, a closer look at the Leo data shows that 21% of his mother’s questions remain unanswered at first. A large part of these questions can be interpreted as not really requiring an answer (e.g., confirmation questions such as *Da staunst du, hae?* ‘Now you are surprised, aren’t you?’, 32% unanswered). By contrast, questions that truly ask for new information (e.g., *Was willst n gleich bei der Vivien machen?* ‘What do you want to do at Vivien’s later?’) and clarification requests (e.g., *Bitte?* ‘Pardon?’) rarely remain without an answer (17% and 9% unanswered respectively). Importantly, for 32% of the unanswered questions, Leo’s mother produced a follow-up question, which suggests that she does expect an answer in these contexts.

### 5.4 Scaffolding through follow-up questions

Across the whole corpus, 11.6% of the questions are follow-up questions (591 out of 5095). Figure 3 shows the number of tokens per follow-up question category directed at each child. For each child, refocusing (cf. [3]) accounts for almost half of the follow-up questions, and reformulations are clearly more frequent than repetitions and general prompts.
Two general patterns emerge from these findings: Firstly, all adult interlocutors follow up on questions that are important to them if the child does not answer spontaneously or does not provide an adequate answer to the adult’s question. Children may thus confidently expect adult interlocutors to signal lacking information or otherwise problematic answers and to get a chance to elaborate them in a following turn. They are thus probably not used to verbalize very elaborate, highly informative, syntactically complex answers to adult questions straightaway, as is expected in many language diagnostics.

Secondly, all adults show similar preferences in terms of how to prompt the child to answer questions that remained unanswered at first, to correct misunderstandings, or to elaborate their insufficiently informative or pragmatically inadequate answers. The substantial proportion of refocusing questions shows that adults use clarification requests to clearly point children to the lacking piece of information relevant to the current communicative context and that they scaffold the co-construction of discourse, namely by narrowing down the possible answer options, in order to help children cope with the communicative task.
Children do respond to the adults’ prompting and scaffolding intents. All follow-up question chains were perused and it was gauged how well the child had answered the original question before the next topic change (see Figure 4). We find that, by the end of follow-up question chains, around 50% of the original questions (to which the children had not provided an answer in the first place) received an adequate, sufficiently informative, or even elaborate response.

Interestingly, the chance to obtain such a satisfactory answer is somewhat higher for reformulations and refocusing questions (ca. 60%), which are also preferred by adult interlocutors (see Figure 3), than for repetitions and unspecific prompts (40% and 50% respectively). A chi square test shows that the distribution of follow-up questions and answer types is different from chance ($\chi^2 = 23.5, p < .001$). In sum, follow-up questions are a promising means to elicit (more elaborate) child answers, in particular those clarification requests that reformulate or refocus (i.e., narrow down) the original question and thus help children to zoom in on the targeted information. Note, however, that a number of refocusing questions in spontaneous speech already contain very strong hints to the desired answer (see example [3] where ‘pasta’ is already mentioned), which one might want to avoid in language assessment, unless one explicitly investigates Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, which defines the next likely step in development as what the child can achieve with support, but not yet without.

![Fig. 4: Answer success with respect to the original question, per first follow-up question category](image-url)
Conclusion: How can (follow-up) questions be used in language diagnostics?

With respect to the nature and types of questions to be used, our data suggest that preschool children understand all major categories, with the exception of alternative questions, which should thus be avoided. Elliptic answers should be expected and receive full scores if they are pragmatically licensed. However, the pragmatic adequacy of children’s answers should not be overestimated, since the corpus data show that only about half of them include the requested information in naturalistic adult-child interactions, a figure that is very similar to that found for answers in child-to-child interaction in pre-schoolers (van Hekken and Rolloffson 1982). Thus, a surplus of questions should be included in language tests in order to make up for the expected proportion of uninformative answers. Furthermore, longer and elaborate answers usually concern well-known and well-established topics, underlining the importance of a good and coherent script leading in to the critical questions.

Finally, the data highlight the importance of following up on insufficient answers, a strategy that can lead to a more adequate response in around 50% of the cases. Interestingly, more targeted reformulation and refocusing has a slightly higher success than general prompts and simple repetitions. Most language tests currently do not allow for any re-iteration on a given test item. Narrative assessments like DOBINE (Quasthoff et al. 2011) and MAIN (Gagarina et al. 2012) form an exception, but they only allow for general, unspecific follow-up prompts (e.g., *hm? ‘hm’; und? ‘and?’) that do not interfere with the child’s structuring of the story. If the assessment takes place in the form of targeted elicitation (Eisenbeiss 2009), structured guidance in the form described above may be more efficient. Depending on the linguistic skill tested, it may be possible to provide more specific follow-up questions helping the child to focus on the precise information that is requested, for instance by rephrasing the question or by providing a possible alternative answer. Ultimately, test instructions should not consists of one single question per linguistic task, but of an ordered series of carefully scripted follow-up questions, starting with unspecific prompts and moving on to more specific support for cases of continuous insufficient answers.

Outlook

This article constitutes a first step towards an empirically-validated, usage-based assessment of child language production, which aims at eliciting a valid, rep-
resentative, and conclusive sample of the child’s language when performing at his/her best. A first set of challenges for assessing language in naturalistic interactions was identified and addressed. As outlined above, such an assessment should
a. be embedded in a communicatively relevant situation, inviting the child to truly interact and share his/her knowledge;
b. provide more questions than strictly necessary in order to make up for potentially uninformative answers;
c. allow for scaffolding through follow-up questions in order to help the child to produce more language, and score more than only the first child answer; and
d. fully accept pragmatically adequate elliptical answers in the scoring system, as elliptic structures actually point to substantial discursive skills regarding the differentiation between given and new (focal) information.

There are (at least) two further challenges for usage-based language tests: First, instead of testing discrete items with a pre-specified ‘correct’ response, they allow for ‘open’ responses in order to give children the chance to show the range of their linguistic abilities in the domain under investigation. The resulting richer dataset should also facilitate an assessment of productivity and variability. The assessment situation should thus provide multiple occasions for producing similar constructions in similar but systematically varied situations, and stimulate the child to become increasingly differentiated in his/her utterances, for example, by gradually introducing additional semantic contrasts.

Second, new forms of evaluating multiple open responses have to be devised. The measure of comparison which is needed for the validation of the assessment could be built from a baseline derived from naturalistic data (ideally, from existing monolingual and multilingual learner corpora) that provides information about the use of constructions and lexical items across contexts. If available, such measures of comparison should be based on a representative sample of spontaneous and elicited productions by mono- and bilingual children, matched for age and contact duration, not on an assumed adult written norm. In this way, a strictly dichotomous correct/incorrect scoring can be replaced by graded ratings of the structural complexity and pragmatic adequacy of a given response. Importantly, a usage-based approach will appreciate variation in children’s expressions and conceptualizations, and tolerate multiple possible answers, especially with multilingual participants.
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